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Abstract
The complex nature of the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) is not amenable to analytical modeling, and thus
simulation–based analysis methods are needed to under-
stand its behavior. To this end, we investigate techniques
that make large-scale BGP simulations feasible. The de-
scribed techniques partially ameliorate the memory and ex-
ecution time bottlenecks to yield large-scale BGP simula-
tions. Our focus is cast on efficient sharing of BGP routing
tables, execution time optimizations for simulation trials,
and proper partitioning of parallel distributed BGP sim-
ulations. Moreover, we survey the requirements for realis-
tic, Internet-like BGP simulations and develop a simulation
toolset to expedite realistic configuration of a BGP simula-
tor.
1. Introduction
BGP is the default interdomain protocol of the Internet.
Despite its lengthy deployment, BGP has recently received
increased attention by the research community. This interest
has been cast on several aspects of its behavior, namely con-
vergence process, security mechanisms, path vector prop-
erties, lack of traffic engineering and performance metrics.
BGP plays a multidisciplinary role in the Internet: besides
carrying the duties of a regular routing protocol it embeds
commercial relationships in the routing infrastructure via
the specification of routing policies. Moreover, the com-
plexity of BGP which is inherent in distributed systems, is
exacerbated by the abrupt and irregular growth of the Inter-
net. For these reasons, the study of the protocol as deployed
in the Internet is difficult. This is demonstrated by the fact
that some design and implementation problems were diag-
nosed only after deployment [2], rather than in testbeds or
by analysis.
  This work is supported in part by NSF under contract numbers ANI-
9977544 and ANI-0136969, and in part by DARPA under contract
number N66002-00-1-8934.
In studies of the protocol, simulation analysis has been
used often. In contrast to analytical methods, simulation
models can preserve the details of the protocol and un-
like testbed techniques, enable larger experiments. How-
ever, simulation tools have their own scalability limits, pri-
marily due to the memory requirements that grow quickly
as the level of detail and the size of the model grow. In
many scenarios, medium size simulations, which are fairly
easy to construct, are inadequate. Moreover, the evolution
of the Internet measurements area in the last few years has
made available substantial information that can be used to
enhance the accuracy of simulations. These measurement
studies include AS level topologies [22] and router level
topologies [12] [23] [8]. Therefore, scalable and accurate
BGP simulation are essential.
This work elaborates on techniques that make large-scale
BGP simulations feasible. Both new and older scalability
methods are evaluated on a BGP simulator. The discussed
methods focus on the memory and execution time bottle-
necks, with the following contributions:
1. A routing table information sharing architecture.
2. A generic technique that reduces the execution time of
simulation trials of the same configuration.
3. An evaluation of different partitioning schemes for
parallel distributed BGP simulations.
4. A survey of challenges in the development of realistic
BGP simulations.
5. A simulation toolset to expedite BGP related research.
The toolset generates simulation configuration, taking
input data from BGP monitoring projects, schedules
multiple simulation runs, and automates partitioning
and configuration of parallel distributed BGP simula-
tions.
The discussed methods are implemented and evaluated
on our BGP implementation for the popular ns-2 [15] sim-
ulator, called BGP++. BGP++ was created by porting Ze-
bra [11] BGP daemon (bgpd) into the ns-2 simulator. Our
previous work [4] discusses challenges and methodology in
integrating Zebra software with ns-2. The simulator sup-
ports most BGP features and several extensions, such as
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AS confederations and route reflection. One of the features
of BGP++ is that the configuration parsing engine of Ze-
bra bgpd is maintained in the simulator, meaning that sim-
ulated routers parse configuration files with the same com-
mand syntax with Zebra BGP routers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes in detail our optimizations for large scale
BGP simulations. Section 3 elaborates on realistic BGP
simulations and introduces a toolset to expedite simulation
studies. Section 4 talks about works related to BGP simula-
tion. Finally, Section 5 discusses future research directions.
2. Simulation Optimizations
In this section we describe techniques to address the ex-
cessive memory consumption and the long execution time
problems in large-scale sequential and distributed BGP sim-
ulations. Simulation is used to quantify the efficacy of the
proposed techniques. Unless otherwise stated, the follow-
ing setup is employed: The topology is a random subgraph
of the Internet AS topology as seen from RouteViews [22]
of size   ; each AS has a single BGP router that originates
 prefixes. The policies between the ASes are inferred us-
ing the heuristics described in [7]. The latter classifies poli-
cies in three categories Provider-Customer, Peer-Peer and
Sibling-Sibling. For simplicity we modify Sibling-Sibling
relationships to Peer-Peer 1. The inferred relationships are
configured using BGP communities as follows: a provider
advertises to a customer all the routes it knows; a customer
advertises to a provider routes that are either locally orig-
inated or learned by its customers; likewise a peer adver-
tises to its peers routes that are either locally originated or
learned by its customers. These configurations are consis-
tent with typical operator practices. The processing work-
load of a router is not simulated and the delay and the data
rate of all links are set to 10ms and 10Mbps, respectively.
Each simulation is run until the system reaches steady state,
i.e. no updates are exchanged. For the remainder of this pa-
per we refer to this setup as    .
2.1. Memory Optimizations
This section articulates on memory usage of BGP simu-
lations and methods to ameliorate excessive memory con-
sumption. Memory consumption depends mainly on the
following parameters: size of topology, size of routing ta-
bles, number of neighbors per router, simulation dynamics,
and the simulator memory footprint. A BGP router main-
tains three routing information bases (RIBs), an Adj-RIB-
in, a Loc-RIB and an Adj-RIB-out [19]. The Adj-RIB-in
stores routes received by neighboring BGP routers, the Loc-
RIB stores routes selected by the decision process and the
1 This modification has no impact on evaluating the discussed tech-
niques.
Adj-RIB-out stores routes advertised to other BGP routers.
Routes in the Adj-RIB-out are subject to export policies.
The following formula approximates the effect of differ-
ent simulation parameters on memory demand:
	
              Æ (1)
where   is the number of BGP routers,  the average
number of prefixes originated per router,  the average num-
ber of neighbors per router, , ,  and Æ proportionality
constants. Term   represents the memory cost to initialize
the BGP routers, in other words the memory cost for routers
with empty routing tables; term     accounts for the Loc-
RIBs memory consumption, assuming that each router af-
ter convergence has   entries in the routing table; term
   is the worse possible memory consumption for the
Adj-RIB-ins and Adj-RIB-outs, assuming that each router
receives   routes from each of its  neighbors2. Formula
1 does not account for other minor sources of memory con-
sumption.
The first optimization we discuss is a simple architec-
ture to have the Loc-RIB(s), Adj-RIB-in(s) and Adj-RIB-
out(s) share the same memory; it is a variation of GNU Ze-
bra [11] memory recycle scheme. A BGP router stores sev-
eral attributes for a routing entry, including AS path, origin,
next hop, local preference, multi-exit discriminator (MED),
communities, extended communities and unknown 3. These
attributes account for most of the memory required for a ta-
ble entry, and therefore our method attempts to share the
attribute information between information bases. In this
scheme, each route is associated with a pointer to a data
structure, struct attr, which has an entry for each of the at-
tributes. For attributes with size less or equal to 32 bits the
entry is the value of the attribute, otherwise a pointer to
another data structure specific to the attribute in question.
For example, struct attr contains the value of the MED at-
tribute, which is a 32-bit unsigned integer, while it contains
a pointer to an AS path data structure, which can be of ar-
bitrary size. The actual AS path data structure is associated
with a reference counter and stored in a global hash table;
there is one global hash table for each type of attribute with
size greater than 32 bits. A BGP router, after allocating and
initializing memory for a new attribute, searches the rele-
vant hash table for the newly allocated attribute; in case of
a match, the allocated memory is deallocated and a refer-
ence to the attribute in the hash table is used. In addition to
that, the reference counter, which is used to track the num-
ber of pointers to an attribute, is incremented. If a router
wishes to remove an attribute, it decrements its reference
counter. When the reference counter becomes zero the at-
tribute is removed from the hash table and deallocated. Sim-
ilarly, a second level hash table is used to store and share
2 The introduction of policies tends to decrease memory demand by lim-
iting the number of paths known to a router.
3 BGP specifications instruct to transit unknown attributes.
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(c) Cross-section of 1(a) for 60 originated prefixes per
router
Figure 1. Memory savings by sharing infor-
mation among the information bases
struct attr structures. This scheme enables sharing of mem-
ory among multiple information bases within a BGP router,
as well as among multiple BGP routers. It mitigates the im-
pact of the    and   terms of equation 1.
Simulation is employed to evaluate the efficacy of this
memory sharing architecture. Figure 1(a) illustrates the to-
tal memory consumption with and without sharing versus
and  in an  	  setup. Cross–sections of the fig-
ure are shown at 1(b) and 1(c) for 10 and 60 originated pre-
fixes per router respectively. The highest memory reduction
achieved, is 62% with a mean of 47% with respect to the to-
tal memory. Note that the total memory consumption is the
result of several sources of memory demand besides the in-
formation bases. The memory reduction with respect to the
memory required for the unmodified information bases is
even bigger. The same approach could be used to conserve
memory for other data structures, e.g. flap dampening infor-
mation, MRAI suppressed advertisements.
The second optimization is based on a routing method
called Nix-Vector routing, which has been shown to reduce
memory consumed for routing tables in ns-2 [20]. This is
achieved by computing routes on demand as needed, rather
than pre–computing all possible routes. BGP operation pre-
sumes an underlying Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) to
keep BGP routers connected. Moreover, both BGP and IGP
maintain the FIB which is used to forward packets. The Nix-
Vector routing technique can be used in the context of BGP
simulations to replace the functionality of an IGP protocol.
We evaluate the memory conserved by using Nix-Vector
routing as compared to ns-2 default static routing. Figure 2
illustrates the memory consumption in an  	 
setup. The mean memory reduction is 22% and the peak
36%. For  larger than 1, the memory required for BGP in-























no Dynamic routing optmizations
Dynamic routing optmizations
Figure 2. Memory savings by using Nix Vec-
tor routing
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2.2. Execution Time Optimizations
In this section we describe a technique to reduce simu-
lation time, which is a significant limiting factor in large–
scale packet–level simulations.
Previous approaches have focused on trading model de-
tail for speed. To exemplify, several researchers have used
fluid model methods for large-scale TCP simulations. Fur-
thermore, the work in [9] ignores the protocol stack bellow
the application layer to yield fast large-scale simulations.
Even in an idealistic scenario, where unlimited memory re-
sources were available, long execution times would deter
large–scale studies of BGP behavior. Long execution times
are not atypical; in a recent comparison of network simula-
tors [16], execution times of several hours for a problem of
substantial size were reported. Assuming that a simulation
scenario should be repeated several times to make the re-
sults statistically significant, simulation trials may take days
run. An approach to mitigate the problem is described that
explores the observation that non-trivial time is spent to ini-
tialize the models, and that the initialization is repeated for
each of the trials. The approach is useful when multiple sim-
ulations of the same setup have to be run.
The initialization of the simulation models consumes
typically a considerable part of the simulation time. In our
approach, the state of a simulation is saved as soon as the
initialization has been completed and before the random
number generator is seeded. Then, each trial starts from the
saved image and enters immediately the event processing
phase of the simulation, circumventing initialization. If   is
the ratio of the initialization to the total execution time and
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For     	 and     the speedup is 1.244. Although this
method is generic, it is evaluated in BGP context. State sav-
ing is attained using Condor [26], which is a workload man-
agement system that supports checkpointing and restarting
a process. Two modifications are implemented in BGP++
using Condor’s checkpointing library. The first modification
provides a command to request a checkpoint to be written
in a file as soon as initialization has completed. The initial-
ization phase includes construction of network objects, cal-
culation of static routes if needed, initialization of BGP data
structures and parsing of BGP configuration files. The sec-
ond modification enables checkpointing the simulator pro-
cess at any point during a simulation, and an optional recon-
figuration of the simulation as soon as it restarts. To clar-
ify, when the simulator process is restarted from a check-
point, it reads commands from a tcl file, which can option-
ally change the configuration.
4 It is assumed that the overhead to restart a simulation from a saved
image is negligible.
The ratio of the initialization to the total execution time
is quantified in an 
   setup. Figure 3 depicts
the total execution time and the initialization time for dif-
ferent  . The mean   is 0.17. The total execution time de-
pends on the dynamics of the BGP system, which in turn de-
pend on the seed of the simulation. This variation explains
why the total execution time curve is not smooth. In a sec-
ond run, where the second optimization of section 2.1 is de-
ployed,   drops to 0.08 since calculation of static routes dur-
ing initialization is bypassed.
The checkpointing feature could be used in more aggres-
sive scenarios. For example, one could save the state of a
BGP simulation once it has converged, and then run mul-
tiple experiments that point to measure the effect of a BGP
withdrawal. This would result in greater execution time sav-



























Figure 3. Total execution time and initializa-
tion time versus topology size.
2.3. Parallel Distributed Simulations
The use of parallel distributed techniques has been ex-
ploited to lead to faster and larger network simulations in
tools such as pdns[21] and SSFnet [3]. BGP++ has been
extended to support parallel distributed simulation using
pdns. The pdns simulator is a space-parallel, conservative
synchronization simulator derived from ns-2[15]. “Space-
parallel” indicates that the simulated model is partitioned
and distributed on different processes (federates on pdns
terminology) on different computing platforms. A conser-
vative synchronization protocol bounds the lag of the simu-
lation times between two federates to insure causal consis-
tency. The simulation is divided into epochs; each epoch is
followed by a synchronization interval, in which the length
of the next epoch is computed. Also, during the synchro-
nization interval, cross-federate events are delivered. Let
 and  be the execution and communication time
of federate  at epoch , respectively. Also, let  be the
synchronization time at epoch , then the execution time of
4
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where  is the number of epochs. A similar formalization
can be found at [17]. Proper distribution of the model has
significant impact on the performance of the simulation. In
pdns, each federate is assigned a different part of the simu-
lated topology. Consequently, distributing of the model be-
comes a graph partitioning problem. Partitioning has a di-
rect impact on the terms   ,  ,  and  of equa-
tion 2. In particular, partitioning should:
 Balance the processing workload to minimize the max-
imum   over .
 Minimize the maximum communication load between
any two federates. This has a direct impact on both
 and  since cross-federate events are delivered
during synchronization.
 Maximize the length of the epochs to increase paral-
lelism and reduce  .
The most challenging of these objectives is to accurately
load balance a distributed simulation. This is because we
cannot know in advance the processing load of a given par-
tition. Recent works by Yocum et al. [28] and Liu et al. [14]
propose methods to predict the load of a partition using
static configuration information. Their work concentrates
on distributed emulation, but their techniques are applica-
ble in the context of space-parallel distributed simulations
as well. Both schemes model the processing and communi-
cation load as weights of the vertices and edges of a graph
and use graph partitioning algorithms to find good parti-
tions. In particular, the graph partition problem is formu-
lated as follows:
Given an undirected graph     , where  the set
of vertices and   the set of edges find a partition of  in 	
parts, that minimizes the edge-cut under the constrain that
the sum the vertices’ weights in each part is balanced.
The remainder of this section discusses approaches to
weight a graph and evaluates the performance of different
partitioning algorithms in the context of distributed BGP
simulations. In a typical BGP simulation each node is a
BGP router, which establishes sessions with its neighbors
and exchanges updates based on its configuration. The pro-
cessing workload associated with a router can be broken
down into maintenance workload, which refers to mainte-
nance tasks such as sending keepalive messages, and dy-
namic workload which refers to dynamic tasks such as up-
date message processing and propagation. Two approaches
to model workload are considered. In the first, the CPU
cycles spent for a simulated router are considered propor-
tional to the number of neighbors of the router. This ap-
proach does not capture BGP dynamics and asymmetries
that arise from policies and configuration. However, it does
capture the maintenance workload and provides a reason-
able assumption in the absence of mechanisms to predict
BGP dynamics. Consequently, the weight of each vertex is
set to the degree of the vertex. In the second approach, all
routers are equally weighted, hence the algorithm partitions
the topology into parts that have roughly the same number
of BGP routers. This is equivalent to not weighting the ver-
tices of the graph, hence it is referred as unweighted. Sim-
ilarly, links that cross federates are treated equally in terms
of communication load, and therefore we dont apply distinct
weights. This approximation captures faithfully the house-
keeping traffic, but it may fail to capture asymmetries due
to BGP dynamics and policies.
To access the performance of different partitioning al-
gorithms the Chaco [10] and Metis [13] graph partitioning
packages are used. The following algorithms are com-
pared: Chaco multilevel Kernighan-Lin (KL), Chaco spec-
tral, Chaco linear, METIS multilevel KL and Chaco
random. In the latter, vertices are assigned randomly in par-
titions subject to the balance constraint; it is used as
a worse case reference. Figure 4(a) shows the execu-
tion time for a variant of the 
  setup
denoted as 
  		, in which the simu-
lation time is fixed to 200 seconds. The topology is
distributed over two federates by applying the above al-
gorithms to an unweighted graph. We observe that the ex-
amined algorithms yield similar performance, while the
savings with respect to a balanced random partitioning in-
crease with the model size. The rest of the experiments
use the METIS multilevel KL algorithm since it ren-
ders slightly better performance. We now compare the two
weighting approaches described above. Contrary to our ex-
pectations, figure 4(b) illustrates that weighting a vertex by
its degree yields worse performance than not weighting, in

  		 simulations. We identify the dynam-
ics of the simulation as a potential reason and seek to in-
vestigate further. In the 
  		 setup the
increased “entropy” due to the indeterministic behav-
ior of BGP convergence, as well as the routing policies,
lead to imbalances in the dynamic workload that can over-
whelm the symmetry of the maintenance workload. An

 	 		 setup is examined to reveal the im-
pact of BGP dynamics; in this setup routers don’t originate
prefixes, which means that the workload for each par-
tition is determined by the housekeeping tasks of each
router, and is closely related to the degree of the router. Fig-
ure 4(c) illustrates that the weighted approach exhibits
worse performance even in the absence of BGP dynam-
ics.
Further analysis uncovers that weighting nodes by their
degree results in an increase on the communication load be-
cause the partitioning algorithms performance worsens. The
METIS multilevel KL partitioning algorithm finds worse
solutions in terms of edge-cut when the graph is weighted.
Similar results apply for the other partitioning algorithms as
well. Table 1 shows the edge-cut of the partitions found by
5
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the algorithm for weighted and unweighted graphs, where
    . The surge of the edge-cut results in a significant
communication volume that lengthens the event processing
as well as the synchronization phase of the simulation. This
corresponds to the   and  terms of equation 2. We
verify that similar results hold for larger number of parti-
tions. Thus, it is evident that the unweighted graph com-
bined with METIS multilevel KL algorithm give the best
results among the approaches examined. We speculate that
the average performance of the partitioning algorithm for
weighted graphs is because of the power-law properties of
the AS graph. The power-law degree distribution of the In-
tenet AS topology, results in power-law distributed vertex
weights, which make compliance to the balance constrain
complex and produce worse edge-cuts.
The impact of the examined partitioning approaches on
lookahead has not been considered thus far. Lookahead is
the maximum length for which a logical process can exe-
cute before synchronization is needed; it directly affects the
length of the epochs. In pdns, the lookahead is derived from
the latency of the communication channels between feder-





where 	  and   are the delay and bit rate of channel 
and 
 the minimum possible packet size. It represents the
time it takes for the smallest possible packet to travel across
the fastest link. In the experiments of this paper the com-
munication links have equal delay and bandwidth. Conse-
quently, the lookahead does not depend on the partition and
is not considered. If the characteristics of the communica-
tion channels are sensitive parameters and have different
values, then the links can be weighted by their lookahead
5.







Table 1. Edge-cut found by METIS multilevel
KL algorithm for unweighted and weighted
graph split into two parts
5 A transformation of the lookahead can be used to convert a maximiza-



























































Metis KL partition weighted
(b) Total execution time of weighted versus unweighted


























Metis KL partition weighted
(c) Total execution time of weighted versus unweighted
partitioning in an      setup
Figure 4. Partitioning of Parallel Distributed
simulations
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3. Realistic Simulation Setup
The creation of realistic simulation models is a chal-
lenging endeavor. The reliability of conclusions drawn from
simulation analysis depend highly on the accuracy and the
correctness of the simulation. This section describes a simu-
lation configuration that closely models the Internet’s BGP
infrastructure, discusses limitations towards this end, and
introduces a toolset to generate Internet-like BGP config-
urations as well as to expedite execution and scheduling
of large simulation runs. A faithful simulation of Internet’s
BGP infrastructure should account for:
  Internet topologies at the AS and router level.
  Routing policies between service providers.
  Models of iBGP connectivity patterns. With connec-
tivity patterns, we mean the topological properties of
the overlay iBGP network as well as iBGP connectiv-
ity alternatives, e.g. route reflection, BGP confedera-
tions, full mesh.
  Router processing delay models.
Other information such as IGP protocols used, IP blocks al-
located, links’ delay and bandwidth, may also be necessary
depending on the goals of the simulation analysis. In recent
attempts to understand BGP behavior, researchers have cre-
ated monitoring projects that collect numerous data from
existing deployed BGP routers. The RouteViews project
provides a union of the BGP tables of the largest service
providers of the Internet and can be used to give a fairly
accurate map of the Internet AS topology. BGP policies
hide some links from the BGP tables, however optimiza-
tion projects are in progress [1]. Router level topologies are
available in several projects [12], [23], [8], although of de-
batable accuracy. The policies between the ASes can be in-
ferred using heuristics from [7], [24]. To our knowledge,
there are no models of iBGP connectivity patterns or moni-
toring projects that can provide this information. BGP pro-
cessing delay is shown through simulation studies to bear
impact on BGP convergence time [18]. Preliminary steps to
characterize and model BGP processing time include [27]
and [5].
We now describe a toolset to expedite simulation studies
that uses RouteViews data to generate simulation configu-
rations. Figure 5 illustrates the conceptual diagram of its ar-
chitecture; the toolset consists of three components, a con-
figuration generator, a partitioner, and a scheduler.
The configuration component parses an AS map derived
from the BGP tables of RouteViews that has been anno-
tated with relationships. The relationships are translated to
BGP++ configuration files. BGP communities and filters are
used to translate relationships to configuration. The user has
the option to specify different parameters that control the
size of the topology, the routes advertised, route advertise-











Figure 5. Block diagram of simulation toolset
The partitioner handles partitioning for parallel dis-
tributed simulations. The user can choose among differ-
ent partitioning algorithms supported through METIS
and Chaco graph partitioning packages. Then, given a se-
quential configuration file for ns-2. it generates the rather
complicated configuration for pdns and its BGP exten-
sions. Finally, the execution component handles scheduling
of multiple simulation runs. A master slave architecture is
implemented, in which a master process schedules and dis-
tributes simulations to slave machines, taking into account
available memory, existing CPU workload, and other crite-
ria.
4. Related Work
The BGP model by Premore in the SSFnet simulator was
the first detailed simulation model of BGP, and is currently
the most widely used. It supports most important BGP fea-
tures and extensions. A limitation of SSFnet is that it has
considerable memory demand, thereby preventing simula-
tions larger then a few hundred of BGP routers.
The recent work by Hao and Koppol[9] addresses the
challenge of large scale BGP simulations by ignoring the
protocol stack bellow the application layer. This simpli-
fication, combined with a memory saving scheme, make
large–scale BGP simulations feasible. The memory saving
scheme attempts to dynamically construct the AS path and
yields reduced memory consumption at steady state, how-
ever its performance and memory requirements during con-
vergence are not clear.
Other efforts include [25] and [6] that have ported the
SSFnet BGP implementation in Genesis and ns-2, respec-
tively. Our work extends the previous works by evaluating
7
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optimizations that make detailed as well as large simula-
tions feasible.
5. Conclusions
This work addresses challenges in large-scale BGP sim-
ulations. Both memory and execution time optimizations
are described for the BGP++ simulator that enable large–
scale simulations. Although improvements in scalability
have been demonstrated, further optimizations are possible.
More efficient BGP routing table sharing techniques can be
investigated, exploiting the redundancy of routing informa-
tion in BGP simulations. An open research direction is the
evaluation of the tradeoff between a relaxation of the parti-
tioning balance constraint, the edge-cut, and the simulation
performance.
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